| NAME | Recognise the sign on the card | Recognise the colour on the card | Matching what doing cue card and a what doing picture | Matching what doing cue words with what doing doing cue cards | Can identify from a group of what doing pictures the what doing that doesn't belong | Can identify from a group of words the what doing that doesn't belong | Can generate up to 3 synonyms for what doing done word | Can identify the same what doing word in three different contexts, as a what doing word sentence in a sentence | Can recognise a what doing in at least 2 different text types | Can identify a what doing in at least 2 different text types | Can generate up to 3 synonyms for a what doing done word | Can verbally retell a text using 5 what doing words cued by the teacher | Can verbally retell a text using 5 what doing words uncued by the teacher | Can remake a sentence with the what doing in a position that makes sense grammatically | Uses 10 what doing in a written text | Can verbalise a sentence with a what doing done | Can write a sentence with a what doing at the end | Can differentiate a what doing from a what like in a sentence | Can change the tense (past, present, future) of a given sentence | Can use a what doing in a question | Can verbally use a what doing as a passive | Can write a what doing in as a passive | Can use a what doing in a sentence.